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Abstract

Geologically speaking Italy is a young area and for this reason several high intensity earthquake
are usual. We have to live with earthquake, preserve our life and our past in term of artistic her-
itage. This activity aim at introducing seismic risks to lower secondary school students and tell
them the story of major earthquakes in Italy, using image from Europeana Collection. This is an
E-learning scenario that student can complete at home on their own device, all the activities and
links are included in one interactive presentation. The activity focused on seismicity on Italian
peninsula and related heritage at risk, but could be easily adapted to other areas.
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Subject Science

Topic Earthquake, Seismic risks

Age of students 13-14

Preparation time 1h

Teaching time 3h

Online teaching 
material 

Padlet https://it.padlet.com/
Sway https://sway.office.com/
Mentimer https://www.mentimeter.com/
Microsoft form https://forms.office.com/
IRIS Station monitor https://www.iris.edu/app/station_monitor/
Italian  Archive  of  Historical  Earthquake  Data  https://emidius.mi.ingv.it/ASMI/
query_event/
Interactive  Seismic  Hazard  Maps http://esse1-gis.mi.ingv.it/s1_en.php?restart=0
Messina 1908 earthquake  https://ingvterremoti.com/2015/12/28/i-terremoti-del-900-la-
catastrofe-sismica-del-28-dicembre-1908/
1980 Irpinia Earthquake sound https://youtu.be/WVnx1X1g-Ew
The Irpinia Basilicata Earthquake (Italian) https://arcg.is/0C1CTi
Earthquake  in  Italy  (Italian)  http://www.arcgis.com/apps/MapTour/index.html?
appid=7439cc8abf6c47d1a157e695582e91ab&webmap=9f0cfcaf9-
ca84b10aab3d5cbceaed24b
How to behave during an Earthquake (in Italian)  http://www.protezionecivile.gov.it/re-
sources/cms/documents/scheda_nonrischio.pdf
Assisi  Basilica  restoration  http://www.rainews.it/dl/rainews/media/26-settembre-1997-
il-terremoto-fa-crollare-la-volta-della-Basilica-di-San-Francesco-ad-Assisi-Video-
c113032b-769f-4ad7-ac98-f8728c0a662c.html

Offline teaching -
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material

Europeana re-
sources used

Exhibition Heritage at risks 
Ruins Messina Cathedral after 1908 Earthquake 
Ruins Messina after 1908 Earthquake  
Messina Seashore after 1908 Earthquake
Giuseppe Mercalli
Belvedere di San Leucio

Licenses

· Attribution CC BY.  This license lets others distribute,  remix,  tweak, and build upon your

work, even commercially, as long as they credit you for the original creation. This is the most ac-

commodating of  licenses  offered.  Recommended for  maximum dissemination and use of  li -

censed materials.

Integration into the curriculum

The Italian National indication for Science (MIUR 2011) include as goals at the end of 8 grade ”Students

have knowledge about Earth internal structure, endogenous phenomenas and plate tectonics. Students

are able to identify the seismic, volcanic and hydrogeological risks of their region to plan prevention ac -

tivities.”

Aim of the lesson

Introduce Earthquake and seismic risk, underline how to reduce seismic risk reducing Exposure with spe -

cial indication about how to protect local artistic heritage.

Outcome of the lesson

A map with indication of Local artistic heritage exposed at seismic risk, with photo and details.

Trends

Cloud Based Learning, STEM learning, Learning materials

21st century skills

Information, Media and Technology literacy: Learn to search reliable information and media on

Earthquake and seismic risks. Learn how to use different tools to share ideas in a group in e-learning ac -

tivity.

Productivity: Working at home in e-learning;

Social skills: Students are invited to think about how to protect themself, their families and local her -

itage from seismic risks.

Activities

This lesson was designed to be used during school closure due to COVID emergencies in Italy. 
All the information, activity and video were included into a Sway presentation that students can 
view on their on device and complete the activity according their need, for this reason time are 
not displayed.
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https://sway.office.com/NL6qu3sJCBtN0x4P?ref=Link
https://www.europeana.eu/it/item/9200369/webclient_DeliveryManager_pid_6354263_custom_att_2_simple_viewer
https://www.europeana.eu/it/item/2020801/dmglib_handler_biogr_13246004
https://www.europeana.eu/it/item/90402/RP_F_F01141_CW
https://www.europeana.eu/it/item/90402/RP_F_F01141_CY
https://www.europeana.eu/it/item/90402/RP_F_F01141_CX
https://www.europeana.eu/it/exhibitions/heritage-at-risk/icons-in-danger


Name of activ-
ity

Procedure Time

Brainstorming Students share their ideas on a  Padlet called “Have you ever experienced
an Earthquake?” Students are invited to:
Share their  experience, Where they have been? What happened? What
they have done? if they were afraid and then if they think to live in a place
with seismic risk.

Students are invited to search in seismic risk map the place where they live
to confirm or not their idea about exposition to seismic risk. They are in-
vited to come back to the previous Padlet and change or confirm their affir-
mation about seismic risk in their area.

Definition of 
Seismic risk 

Seismic risk is defined with this formula

 
RISK= HAZARD x EXPOSURE x VULNERABILITY

Variables where defined and is explained that the activity will focus on this
three main point

Hazard Earthquake were introduced using a video recorded by teachers (or found
on reliable channel on Youtube).

Students are invited to use station monitor, a web tool where the can see
the  seismogram and  all  the  information related  to  the  last  earthquake
recorded near where they live. The have to observe the seismogram in or-
der to recognize the P and S waves, the amplitude of the waves and the
magnitude of the earthquake.

Students have to fill in a short questionnaire, teacher can use it as forma-
tive assessment and suggest other resources to reinforce learning process. 

Vulnerability Mercalli intensity scale (MCS) and Richter magnitude were introduced. A
short deepening about Giuseppe Mercalli is proposed.

In a padlet students have to evaluate the MCS of an Earthquake, from  a
photo from Europeana showing ruins of a building. 

After evaluation of MCS students were informed that the proto refers to
1908 Messina Earthquake 

Students have to search into the  Italian Archive of Historical Earthquake
the 1908 Messina Earthquake and search for MCS classification and Richter
Magnitude. They have to came back to their note on the Padlet and con-
firm and/or change their affirmation, moreover they have to write down
their opinion about reliability of  MCS and Richter classification.

Students are invited to use Europeana Collections to search and visualize
photo related to the damages caused by 1908 Messina Earthquake.
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Name of activ-
ity

Procedure Time

Exposure Using Mentimer students have to indicate their ideas about the last Earth-
quake occurred in their region

Students can listen the sound of the last important earthquake in Campa-
nia (South Italy)

Thanks to a  StoryMap students will learn about 1980 Irpinia Earthquake,
and ask to relatives their memories about this terrible event. They were
also invited to visualize on Europeana an art works by Andy Warhol made
using the first page of a journal published few days after the earthquake.

Unfortunately  Italy  is  a  Seismic  area  and  several  huge  earthquake  oc-
curred, students can have a look of this in another StoryMap to realize this
occurrence. During this activity was underlined that Irpina has experienced
several important Earthquake.

After realized we live in a region with high seismic risk, students are guide
to reflect how to lower exposure. This goal could be achieved learning how
to behave during and after an earthquake, information an provided by na-
tional civil protection.

Exposure is not only about people but also heritage, visiting Europeana ex-
hibition “Heritage at risks” students are invited to reflect on this point. In
this exhibition they can learn about the 1997 central Italy earthquake that
caused huge damages to  the Assisi  basilica.  Luckily  the basilica was re-
stored only two years after the earthquake.

In order to reduce exposure in our area students are invited to search on
Europeana images and information about local historical buildings to de-
sign a map with the local cultural heritage exposed to seismic risk.

Assessment

For this activity only formative assessed was utilized. Was evaluated the participation in term of their contribution to
the padlet and form.

******************************* AFTER IMPLEMENTATION ********************************

Student feedback

We communicate through Edmodo virtual class. I use the tool on Edmodo to ask for feedback. We communicate
through edmodo also if students has some trouble with the tools they have to use.

Teacher’s remarks

This activity could be realized in collaboration with Art and Geography teacher (to carried out research about local
cultural heritage) technology (how to build in seismic area). I will realize this collaboration next year. Moreover, at the
end of the activity it would be nice for students to have an interview with a professional in charge of artistic heritage
and ask for activity carried out from institution to lower seismic exposure for artistic heritage.
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The main difficulties was engage students, I use often this type of lesson organization, but as an e-learning emer-
gency activity the engage phase was asynchronous and the students involvement was not as usual. The class in-
volved in the activity is not very keen in using web tools and carried out long activity and to design a final outcome.
During the remote learning I experienced the same difficulties I had in class, but due to the distance learning was
more difficult to find a way to resolve it.

About the Europeana DSI-4 project

Europeana is Europe’s digital platform for cultural heritage, providing free online access to over 53 million digitised items drawn

from Europe’s museums, archives, libraries and galleries. The Europeana DSI-4 project continues the work of the previous three

Europeana Digital Service Infrastructures (DSIs). It is the fourth iteration with a proven record of accomplishment in creating ac -

cess, interoperability, visibility and use of European cultural heritage in the five target markets outlined: European Citizens, Edu-

cation, Research, Creative Industries and Cultural Heritage Institutions.

European Schoolnet (EUN) is the network of 34 European Ministries of Education, based in Brussels. As a not-for-profit organi -

sation, EUN aims to bring innovation in teaching and learning to its key stakeholders: Ministries of Education, schools, teachers,

researchers, and industry partners. European Schoolnet’s task in the Europeana DSI-4 project is to continue and expand the Eu-

ropeana Education Community.
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https://www.europeana.eu/portal/en
http://www.eun.org/home

